
telephone a friend or

family do a puzzle

Look for minibeasts in the garden

and take a photo or draw a picture

water the garden or help

with washing up

count the rainbows in

windows on a walk

independently tidy up toys or

books

w/c

20..04.20

ice cube

writing

string art

recycling duty
share a story

design an ice lolly

improving challenge keep trying challenge collecting challenge

hang washing



improving

challenge

Go to http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/games/abc-countdown

Can you improve the number of letters you can link in order before the timer finishes?

keep trying

challenge

Can you do more than 10 stretches in

a minute? Share how many you can do.

collecting

challenge

Look around the house or garden for different green objects. Take a photo of all

the things and share it with your class. Count how many things you found.

can you throw and catch a ball to

each other more than 6 times? Share how many

you can do.



Youtube

Homemade Popsicles: 5 Different Frozen Summer

Treats - Gemma's Bigger Bolder Baking Ep 74

colourful fruity ice lollies to eat or write with

Youtube

How to Make Rainbow Popsicle, Fruit Ice Pop DIY

Rainbow Treats

change the fruits to suit your diets



I don't like want blueberries

You apple melon grapes strawberries

water orange juice lemon juice apple juice finished

red colouring yellow colouring blue colouring green colouring

limes

lemon

ice

freeze in freezer

kiwi orange peaches morepineapple



shake to make

What flavours

will you make?

make a slushie

watch

You will need;

plastic sandwich bags that

seal or strong tape to seal

lots of ice

pinch of salt

chosen fruit juice or squash

gloves to keep hands warm

muscle power



watch the video on Youtube

#satisfying #fluidart #stringpainting Fluid Art!! String Pull with BIG FAT YARN!! Acrylic Pouring ~ Wigglz Art ~ Painting for Beginners!!

cover in white paint,

spread it out

you need,

paint, string or similar, card or

plastic sheet or flat baking tray

string art

drip paint on string

slowly lay it down

slowly pull it away

add more layers if you want


